Services from Crypto AG

HELPING PEOPLE TO HELP
THEMSELVES ON THE BATTLEFIELD
Keeping one step ahead of the opponent is a must in military operations. That requires
a reliable exchange of information and secure data transfer. Armed forces also depend
on open networks for this transfer, making the task all the more difficult. Open networks in
particular are subject to a wide variety of different attacks. The best protection is “hard currency”
of the kind represented by security solutions from Crypto AG. After analysing your people, processes
and technologies, we implement the products. In-depth training of users and reliable operational
support services round out the Crypto solution for military authorities.
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Once we leave the civilian realm behind, it becomes ob-
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and control capabilities. Fast and reliable information
about the opponent and one’s own troops is a question of
survival. This leads to an accumulation of data, for
example high-resolution satellite systems that circulate
between the various headquarters. A high degree of
security is crucial for these transmissions.

the requirements of the current heightened threat level

Silver

CryptoCare Silver
If you acquire a CryptoCare Silver package, the services are rendered externally at Crypto AG. The services are performed on request. You can contact our
experts through the Crypto Service Desk by phone, fax
or e-mail during office hours.
Further features
 High-quality support from headquarters
 Priority treatment of your concerns and inquiries
 Benefits from agreeing on the response and repair
time in advance
Operational Support Services
Operational Support Services consider the ICT system
as a whole, from concept inception to system change,
and take optimal account of the environment already
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With the CryptoCare Gold package, you can be sure
that downtime is kept to a minimum or that preventive
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avoidance
the market
 Specific training to heighten security awareness
among your own personnel

Custom

CryptoCare Custom
With the CryptoCare Custom package, you determine
the scope of services based on your individual requirements. You can specifically adapt services from other
tenance and software maintenance.
Further features
 Unlimited calls to the Crypto Service Desk
 Customer-specific information and reports

service

service products such as service desk, hardware main-

 On-site support or periodic transfer of knowledge
at workshops

All your important numbers and information available immediately
thanks to CryptoCare.
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